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Business Context
Our US-headquartered customer, P2E Technologies,
is a regulatory change solutions provider, keen
on developing automation-driven technical
solutions for handling regulatory changes and
compliance functions.
By delivering new technology capabilities in
large-scale regulatory compliance-driven
projects, our customer seeks to find effective
solutions for augmenting regulatory change
management processes.

Business Challenges
Managing response to change
Coping with the sheer volume of new regulatory
requirements imposed a high degree of
complexity upon P2E’s business. Keeping a tab
on and pace with regulatory change was
becoming extremely cost-prohibitive and
time-consuming.

Staying industry relevant
In order to stay relevant, it was important
for P2E’s business to interpret multiple
regulations and handle them efficiently.

There was a consistent need to aggregate
reporting trends from multiple different existing
regulatory capture systems, and rationalize
these into a standardized report that conforms
to standard regulatory practices.

Tackling the challenge through stateof-the-art technology
There was a compelling need to streamline
regulatory content and integrate state-ofthe-art workflow management into a single
unified solution to reduce the burden of
compliance, and ensure that a regulatory
update is not missed.

The Ionixx Approach
Ionixx consolidated the different requirements
from across various business processes, and
drew on its integration architectural expertise
to deliver a holistic, future-proof regulatory
compliance solution that supports multiple
interfaces.
As these were completely new systems, both
externally and internally, one of the key
challenges was to adapt and keep pace with
the ever-changing compliance requirements.

The solution developed by Ionixx for P2E has been equipped to handle appropriate
changes and updates in real-time and track them as and when necessary.
A centralized document library with compliance calendar offered a comprehensive
view of regulatory developments and updates, thereby enabling strategic planning
for handling complex requirements.
Ionixx identified that there were multiple user roles that formed the very core of a
regulatory change management ecosystem. So, we designed specific user-based
dashboards for quick display of role and context-specific information – enabling an
enriched user experience that informs and drives superior decision-making.

Efficient project management through an action-driven implementation
plan for quicker responses to change
With Compliance 1Source, we were able to build
a strong regulatory change management plan
into the system to provide a comprehensive list
of regulations affecting different business lines so
the user could draw up on them and work toward
incorporating the implementation plan with a
clear vision.
This way, the customer would be in a position to
proactively identify compliance requirements
and its associated benefits to carry out strategic
changes in real-time.

Enterprise-wide compliance awareness through strong documentation
systems
With robust documentation and archiving,
we created a one-stop library of relevant
regulatory requirements that could be
mapped to the internal framework and
evaluated for business impact. Additionally,
we also built in quick reference documents
to enable easy comparison on a centralized
portal.

Impact
We helped our customer identify a long-term automation solution for regulatory change
management through a technology-enabled, centralized system to handle end-to-end
regulatory changes.
A centralized framework helped
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